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Abstract
We study M1-transitions involving mesons: Bc(1s), B
∗
c (1s), Bc(2s), B
∗
c (2s), Bc(3s) and
B∗c (3s) in the relativistic independent quark (RIQ) model based on a flavor independent
average potential in the scalar-vector harmonic form. The transition form factor for B∗c →
Bcγ is found to have analytical continuation from spacelike to physical timelike region. Our
predicted coupling constant gB∗cBc = 0.34 GeV
−1 and decay width Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) = 23 eV
agree with other model predictions. In view of possible observation of Bc and B
∗
c s-wave
states at LHC and Z-factory and potential use of theoretical estimate on M1-transitions,
we investigate the allowed as well as hindered transitions of orbitally excited Bc-meson
states and predict their decay widths in overall agreement with other model predictions.
We consider the typical case of B∗c (1s)→ Bc(1s)γ, where our predicted decay width which
is found quite sensitive to the mass difference between B∗c and Bc mesons may help in
determining the mass of B∗c experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery at Fermilab by CDF Collaboration [1], Bc-meson has aroused a
great deal of interest both theoretically and experimentally due to its characteristic
special features. The mesons in the the bottom-charm b¯c (Bc) family lie intermediate
in mass and size between the c¯c (J/ψ) and b¯b(Υ) family where the heavy quark inter-
actions are believed to be understood rather well. Unlike the hidden flavoured heavy
charmonia (c¯c) and bottomonia (b¯b), Bc-meson is the only lowest bound state of two
different heavy quarks with open flavors (b and c) which forbid its annhilation to
photons and gluons. The ground state Bc meson can therefore decay weakly through
b¯ → c¯W+, c → sW+ or deacy radiatively through b → bγ and c¯ → c¯γ at the quark
level. These decays are free from uncertainites which are expected in the strong decay
of Bc-mesons and therefore weak and radiative decays are theoretically more tractable.
The lifetime of ground state Bc-mesons has been carefully studied in [2–6]. The ex-
cited Bc- states lying between B-D threshold can also undergo radiative and hadronic
transitions to their lower excited and ground states yielding to a rich spectroscopy of
the radial and orbital excitations, which are more stable than their charmonium and
bottomonium analogues. Bc-meson states thus provides a unique window into heavy
quark dynamics and scope for independent test of quantum chromo-dynamics.
The experimental data on Bc-meson family are scant and data for ground state B
∗
c
meson have not yet been possible. As estimated in [7–9] the ground state Bc meson
has been observed at the hadron collider, TEVATRON [10, 11] and its lifetime has
been experimentally measured [12–15] using decay channels: B±c → J/ψl±ν¯e, and
B±c → J/ψpi±. LHCb collaboration have observed a more precise lifetime for B±c
mesons [16] using the decay mode Bc → J/ψµνµX, where X denotes any possible
additional particle in the final state. Recently the ATLAS collaboration at LHC have
also detected the excited Bc meson state [17] through the decay channel : B
±
c (2s)→
B±c (1s)pi
+pi− by using 4.9fb−1 of 7 TeV and 19.2fb−1 of 8 TeV pp-collision data which
gives the B±c (2s) state mass 6842 ± 4 ± 5MeV. It is therefore reasonable to expect
a detailed study on the Bc family at LHC. But it has not been possible due to the
messy QED background of the hadron collider which contaminates the environment
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and make detection and precise measurements on other members of Bc family and
even the ground state B∗c -meson almost impossible. In this respect the proposed Z-
factory, an e+e− collider is preferred over the hadron collider at LHC. This is because
of sufficiently high luminosity and relatively clean background offered by the e+e−
collider that runs at Z-boson pole. Hence Z-factory is expected to enhance the event-
accumulation rate so that Bc-meson excited states and possibly B
∗
c -meson states are
likely to be observed in near future. A possible measurement of radially excited states
of the Bc family via Bc(ns) → Bcpipi at LHC and the Z-factory has been discussed
[18]. However the splitting between Bc(1s) and its nearest member in the Bc family
i.e., B∗c (1s) due to possible spin-spin interaction, which has been estimated [19] in
the range 30 ≤ ∆m ≤ 50MeV, forbids the decay mode B∗c → Bc + pi0(ηη′) by energy-
momentum conservation. Therefore the dominant decay mode in this sector would
be the magnetic dipole transition:B∗c → Bcγ. It is worthwhile to go for a precise
measurement and analysis of M1 transitions of Bc and B
∗
c which would yield the
Bc-spectrum and distinguish its exotic states.
The study of exclusive hadronic decays involving the non-perturbative hadronic
matrix elements is non-trivial. Since rigorous field theoretic formulation with a first
principle application of QCD for reliable estimation of the hadronic matrix element
has not so far been possible, most of the theoretical attempts take resort to phe-
nomenological approaches to probe the non-perturbative QCD dynamics. Different
theoretical attempts [19–33] including various versions of potential models based on
Bethe-Salpeter (BS) approach, light front quark (LFQ) model and QCD sum rules
etc. have been employed to evaluate the Bc-spectrum and predict the mass, lifetime
and decay widths of the ground and excited Bc and B
∗
c meson states. We have pre-
dicted decay widths of several M1 transitions V → Pγ and P → V γ in the light
and heavy flavor sector in the framework of the relativistic independent quark (RIQ)
model within and beyond the static approximations [34, 35]. The predicted decay
widths in the light and heavy flavor sector are found to be in good agreement with
other model predictions and experimental data. In our recent analysis [36] we studied
the q2 dependence of spacelike and timelike transition form-factors for energetically
possible M1-transitions of heavy flavored mesons (D∗, D∗s , J/ψ) and (B
∗, B∗c ,Υ) and
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our predicted decay widths are found compatible with the observed data and other
model predictions. Similar studies on M1 transitions of mesons in the Bc family has
not yet been undertaken in this model. Further more, with the possibility of large
statistics of Bc meson events at LHCb and Z-factory in near future, it is worthwhile
to undertake such studies involving Bc- and B
∗
c -meson ground and excited states.
In principle one could discuss decay modes involving higher excited and P- and
D- wave states of the Bc family. But because their production rates are much lower
and experimental measurements would be much more difficult, we do not intend to
include such decay modes in this work. On the other hand we would like to analyze
various possible radiative decays of the ground and radially excited meson states in
the Bc family such as B
∗
c (ns) → Bc(ns)γ; B∗c (2s) → Bc(1s)γ; B∗c (3s) → Bc(2s)γ;
B∗c (3s) → Bc(1s)γ; Bc(2s) → B∗c (1s)γ; Bc(3s) → B∗c (2s)γ and Bc(3s) → B∗c (1s)γ.
The applicability of this model has already been tested in describing a wide ranging
hadronic phenomena including the radiative, weak radiative, rare radiative [34–38],
leptonic [39], weak leptonic [40], semileptonic [41], radiative leptonic [42], and non-
leptonic [43] decays of hadrons in the light and heavy flavor sector. Our prediction
on magnetic dipole transitions of Bc- and B
∗
c - meson states in this work would not
only be useful for future experiments in this sector but would pin down RIQ model
as a successful phenomenological model of hadrons.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present a brief account of the
RIQ model. Section-3 describes model expressions for the transition form factors and
decay width Γ(V → Pγ) and Γ(P → V γ). In section-III we discuss q2-dependence of
the transition form factor and numerical results on the coupling constants and decays
rates. Section V encompasses our summary and conclusion.
II. MODEL FRAMEWORK
In the RIQ model a meson is pictured as a colour-singlet assembly of a quark and
an antiquark independently confined by an effective and average flavor independent
potential in the form [34–43]:
U(r) =
1
2
(1 + γ0)(ar2 + V0), (1)
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where (a, V0) are potential parameters. It is believed that the zeroth order quark
dynamics generated by the phenomenological confining potential U(r) can provide
adequate tree level description of the decay process: B∗c → Bcγ. With the interac-
tion potenial U(r) in scalar-vector harmonic form, put into the zeroth order quark
lagrangian density, the ensuing Dirac eqaution admits static solution of positive and
negative energy. The quark orbitals so obtained correspond to all possible eigen-
modes which are described in the Appendix.
The decay process: B∗c → Bcγ in fact occurs physically in the definite momentum
eigen-states of the participating mesons. It is therefore worthwhile to construct the
meson states in the form of suitable wave packets reflecting appropriate momentum
distribution between quark and antiquark in the corresponding spin-flavor configura-
tion for which the individual momentum probability amplitudes Gb(~pb) and G˜c(~pc) for
the quark and antiquark have been obtained in this model via momentum projection
of the bound quark orbitals. The model expression for momentum probability am-
plitudes are also described in the Appendix. From momentum probability amplitude
of the quark and antiquark an effective momentum profile function GBc(~pb, ~pc) for a
quark(b) antiquark (c¯) pair is considered here in the form [34–43]::
GBc(~pb, ~pc¯) =
√
Gb(~pb)G˜c¯(~pc¯) (2)
in a straight forward extension of the ansatz of Margolis and Mendel in their bag model
analysis [44]. Using GBc(~pb, ~pc), the meson state |Bc(~P ) > at definite momentum
~P and spin SB in the form of a wave packet reflecting the momentum and spin
distribution among the constituent quark (b) and antiquark (c¯) is constructed as
|Bc(~P ) >= ΛˆBc(~P , SB)|(~pb, λb); (~pc, λc) > (3)
where, |(~pb, λb); (~pc, λc) >= bˆ†b(~pb, λb)ˆ˜b
†
c(~pc, λc)|0 > is a Fockspace representation of
the unbound quark(b) and antiquark (c¯) in a color-singlet configuration with their
respective momentum and spin as (~pb, λb) and (~pc, λc). Here bˆ
†
b(~pb, λb) and
ˆ˜b
†
c(~pc, λc)
are respectively the quark and antiquark creation operators. ΛˆBc(~P , SB) represents
an integral operator:
ΛˆBc(~P , SB) =
√
3√
NBc(~P )
∑
δb,δc¯
ζBcb,c¯ (λb, λc¯)
∫
d3~pb d
3~pc¯ δ
(3)(~pb + ~pc¯ − ~p)GBc(~pb, ~pc¯) (4)
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Here
√
3 is the effective color factor, ζBcb,c¯ (λb, λc¯) stands for SU(6)-spin flavor coeffi-
cients for the meson Bc(bc¯). N(~P ) is the meson-state normalization which is realized
from < Bc(~P ) | Bc(~P ′) >= δ(3)(~p− ~p ′) in an integral form
N(~P ) =
∫
d3~pb | GBc(~pb, ~p− ~pb) |2 (5)
In the meson state |Bc(~P ) > represented by momentum wave packets of the bound
quark-antiquark pair, the bound state character is thought to be embedded in the
momentum profile function GBc(~pb, ~P − ~pb) used in the integral operator ΛˆBc(~P , SB).
Any residual internal dynamics responsible for ultimate decay process can then be
studied at the level of otherwise free quark (b) and antiquark(c¯) using the Feynman
diagrams. The total contributions from appropriate Feynman diagrams is finally
operated upon by a bag like integral operator ΛˆBc(~P , SB) so as to obtain the effective
transition amplitude for B∗c → Bcγ as
SBcfi = ΛˆBc(
~P , SB)S
bc¯
fi (6)
Here Sbc¯fi is the S-matrix elements at the constituent level describing (bc¯)→ (bc¯) + γ
and SBcfi is the effective meson-level S-matrix element describing B
∗
c → Bcγ
III. TRANSITION AMPLITUDE, TRANSITION FORM FACTOR AND
DECAY WIDTH
The hadronic matrix element for M1 transition:B∗c → Bcγ can be expressed in
terms of transition form factor FB∗cBc(q
2) through the covariant expansion:
< Bc(P
′)|Jµem|B∗c (P, h) >= ieµνρσν(P, h)(P + P ′)ρ(P − P ′)σFBcB∗c (q2) (7)
where, q = (P − P ′) is the four momentum transfer, ν(P, h) is the polarization
vector of vector meson B∗c with four momentum P and helicity h and P
′ is the four
momentum of pseudoscalar meson Bc. The timelike part of the covariant expansion
infact vanishes in the B∗c -meson rest frame. Hence the transition form factor FB∗cBc(q
2)
can be calculated in RIQ-model from the non-vanishing spacelike part of hadronic
matrix element (7) using the appropriate meson states as in (3-4). In the B∗c -meson
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FIG. 1: Lowest order Feynman diagram contributing to B∗c radiative transition
rest frame: q2 = M2B∗c + M
2
Bc
− 2MB∗c
√
~k2 +M2Bc has a kinematic range: 0 ≤ (q2) ≤
(MB∗c −MBc)2, where ~k is third momentum of emitted photon. Now assuming the
decay process: B∗c → Bcγ, depicted in the lowest order Feynman diagrams [Fig.
1(a,b)], is predominantly a single vertex decay process governed mainly by photon
emission from independentely confined quark or antiquark inside the meson, the S-
matrix element in the configuration space can be written as
SBcB∗c =< Bcγ| − ie
∫
d4xT [
∑
q
eqψ¯q(x)γ
µψq(x)Aµ(x)]|B∗c > (8)
which can be reduced to
SBcB∗c = i
√
α/Ek < Bc(P
′)|
∑
q,λ,λ′
eq
e
∫
dp dp′√
4EpEp′
δ(4)(p′+k−p)D(p′λ′; pλ; kδ)|B∗c (P ) >
(9)
where,
D(p′λ′; pλ; kδ) = U¯(p′, λ′)γ.(k, δ)U(p, λ)b†q(p′, λ′)bq(p, λ)
−V¯ (p, λ)γ.(k, δ)V (p′, λ′)b˜†q(p′, λ′)b˜q(p, λ) (10)
Here α is fine structure constant, k and Ek are four momentum and energy of the
emitted photon; EP = MB∗c and EP ′ are energies of intial and daughter meson, re-
spectively. Then using appropriate wavepackets representing the meson states (|B∗c >,
|Bc >) and explicit forms of Dirac spinors: Uˆ(pb, λb) and Vˆ (pc, λc), the S-matrix ele-
ment in B∗c -meson rest frame is obtained as
SBcB∗c = i
√
α/k0δ
(4)(P ′ + k − OˆMB∗c )[Q(P ′, ~k)− Q˜(P ′, ~k)] (11)
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Here P ′ ≡ (Ep, ~p′); Oˆ ≡ (1, 0, 0, 0), ~P ′ + ~k = 0
Q(~k) =
∑ eq1
e
ζ
B∗c
b,c (λbλc)ζ
Bc
b,c (λ
′
bλc)χ
†
λ′b
(~σ. ~K)χλbJb(
~k)
Q˜(~k) =
∑ eq2
e
ζ
B∗c
b,c (λbλc)ζ
Bc
b,c (λbλ
′
c)χ˜
†
λc
(~σ. ~K)χ˜′λcJc(
~k) (12)
with ~K = ~k × ~(~k, δ) and
Jb =
∫
d~pb
GB∗c (~pb,−~pb)GBc(~pb − ~k,−~pb)√
N¯B∗c (0)N¯Bc(
~k)
√
(Epb +mb)
4EpbEpbk(Epbk +mb)
Jc =
∫
d~pc
GB∗c (~pc,−~pc) GBc(−~pc, ~pc − ~k)√
N¯B∗c (0)N¯Bc(
~k)
√
(Epc +mc)
4EpcEpck(Epck +mc)
(13)
We denote Epb,c =
√
~p2b,c +m
2
b,c and Epb,ck =
√
(~p2b,c − ~k)2 +m2b,c and use the so called
loose binding approximation: Epb + Epc = MB∗c and Epbk + Epc = Epb + Epck = EBc
here to ensure energy conservation at the photon hadron vertex.
Then specifying appropriate spin flavor-coefficients ζ
B∗c
b,c (λbλc) and ζ
Bc
b,c (λbλc) for the
vector and pseudoscalar mesons, the invariant transition amplitude is extracted from
the S-matrix elements (11) in the form:
MBcB∗c =
√
4piα
√
2MB∗c 2EBc FBcB∗c (
~k)KSV (14)
Similarly for transition Bc → B∗cγ, the invariant transition amplitude can also be
obtained in the form of form factor FB∗cBc(
~k). Here KSV for both the decay modes
corresponding to spin statess (±1, 0) stand for
KSV (B
∗
c → Bcγ) =
[
∓(K1 ± iK2)/
√
2, K3
]
KSV (Bc → B∗cγ) =
[
±(K1 ∓ iK2)/
√
2, K3
]
(15)
Note that a sum over photon polarization index δ and vector meson spin states (±1, 0)
yields a general relation ∑
δ,SV
|KSV |2 = 2k2 (16)
Then the decay widths for B∗c → Bcγ and Bc → B∗cγ are obtained from the generic
expression:
Γ =
1
(2pi)2
1
2MB∗c ,Bc
∫
d3P ′d3k
2EP ′2Ek
∑¯
|Mfi|2δ(4)(P ′ + k − OˆMB∗c ,Bc) (17)
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in the form:
Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) =
α
3
k¯3
∣∣∣∣√EBc(~k)/MB∗c FBcB∗c (q2)∣∣∣∣2
Γ(Bc → B∗cγ) = αk¯3
∣∣∣∣√EB∗c (~k)/MBc FB∗cBc(q2)∣∣∣∣2 (18)
It may be mentioned that a phase space factor such as
√
EBc(~k)/MB∗c is arising here
out of the argument factorization of energy delta function which has been extracted
from the constituent level integration (11) under certain approximation in order to
realize correct photon energy at the mesonic level. Infact starting with a relativistic
effective interaction of the form FV P (q
2)µνρσ∂µAν(x)∂ρVσ(x)P (x) where Aν(x), Vσ(x)
and P (x) are,respectively the fields of photon, vector meson and pseudoscalar meson,
one can arrive at the expression for Γ(V → Pγ) in terms of transition form factor
FV P (q
2) without the mesonic level phase-space factor. The spurious phase space fac-
tor arising here is not a problem typical to this model calculation. It is indeed a
pathological problem common to all phenomenological models attempting to explain
the hadronic level decays in terms of constituent level dynamics considered in zeroth
order. However an explicit cancelletion of such phase space factor taken approxi-
mately along with the contribution of quark spinors have been obtained by authors
[45] within the scope of their models. Here we would like to push back the phase
space factor from the mesonic level to quark level integral Jq(~k) describing FB∗cBc(
~k)
under the same approximation with which it was extracted out through the argument
factorization of energy delta function. The phase space factor
√
EBc(~k)/MB∗c taken
in the form
√
(Epb,ck+Epc,b )
(Epb+Epc )
into the quark level integral in Eq. (13); reduces Jb,c(~k) to
Ib,c(~k) yielding
Ib(~k) =
1√
N¯(0)N¯(~k)
∫
d~pq1GB∗c (~pb,−~pb)GBc(~pb − ~k,−~pb)
√
(Epb +mb)(Epbk + Epc)
4EpbEpbk(Epbk +mb)(Epb + Epc)
Ic(~k) =
1√
N¯(0)N¯(~k)
∫
d~pq1GB∗c (−~pc,−~pc)GBc(−~pc, ~pc − ~k)
√
(Epc +mc)(Epck + Epb)
4EpcEpck(Epck +mc)(Epb + Epc)
(19)
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in terms of which the transition form factor is found to be:
FBcB∗c (k¯) =
1
3
[2Ic(k¯)− Ib(k¯)] (20)
Finally the decay widths for transitions: B∗c → Bcγ and B∗c → Bcγ are obtained
in the usual form:
Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) =
α
3
k¯3
∣∣gB∗cBc(k¯)∣∣2
Γ(Bc → B∗cγ) = αk¯3
∣∣gB∗cBc(k¯)∣∣2 (21)
where, k¯ =
(M2
B∗c−M
2
Bc
)
2MB∗c
is the energy of outgoing photon; gBcB∗c (k¯) and gB∗cBc(k¯) are
coupling constants obtained from respective transition form factor in the limit q2 → 0
that corresponds to real photon. We consider here the transverse (h = ±1) polar-
ization only to get the coupling constant since the longitudinal component of vector
meson does not convert into a real photon.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For numerical analysis of radiative decay of the ground state B∗c (1s) meson, we take
the quark masses mq, corresponding binding energies Eq and potential parameters
(a,V0) as those fixed from hadron spectroscopy by fitting the data of heavy quarkonia
[46] and then used to describe a wide ranging hadronic phenomena [34–43] as
(a, V0) ≡ (0.017166 GeV 3,−0.1375 GeV )
(mb,mc, Eb, Ec) ≡ (4.77659, 1.49276, 4.76633, 1.57951) GeV (22)
Since the mass of B∗c (1s)-meson has not yet been observed, we take our predicted
values; MBc = 6.2642 GeV and MB∗c = 6.3078 GeV [40]. Note that our predicted
value of MBc is close to the central value of observed one i.e., M
expt
Bc
= 6.2751 GeV
[47]. In Fig.2 we depict the q2- dependence of form factor FB∗cBc(q
2) and show its
analytical continuation from the spacelike (q2 < 0) region to the physical timelike
(0 ≤ q2 ≤ q2max) region. Here q2max = (MB∗c −MBc)2 corresponds to zero recoil point
for the Bc meson which is shown by the arrow in Fig. 2. The coupling constant gB∗cBc
for real photon case is calculated from the expression of the form factor FB∗cBc(q
2) in
10
FIG. 2: Dependence of Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) on ∆m = MB∗c −MBc
the limit q2 → 0 where the final state Bc meson gets recoiled with maximum three
momentum |k¯| = (M
2
B∗c−M
2
Bc
)
2MB∗c
. Our prediction gB∗cBc = 0.34 GeV
−1 is comparable
to the results of 0.273[0.257]GeV −1 for linear [HO] potential from LFQM [32] and
0.27± 0.095 GeV −1 from QCD sum rule approach [33].
Finally our predicted decay width Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) = 23 eV is compatible with other
theoretical predictions such as 17 eV from Bethe-Salpeter approach [19], 33 eV from
the relativistic quark model [24], 59 eV from the Richardson’s potential [23], 60 eV
from the non relativistic potential [21], 80 eV from the relativized quark model [25]
and 133.9± 79.7 eV from QCD sum rule approach [33].
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TABLE I: Predicted transition energy, coupling constant and decay width in the
RIQ model.
Transitions Transition Energy (MeV) Coupling Constant (GeV −1) Decay Width (KeV)
13S1 → 11S0 0.04344 0.3392 0.023
23S1 → 21S0 0.06806 0.300066 0.069
33S1 → 31S0 0.12285 0.338143 0.516
22S1 → 11S0 0.61589 0.02609 0.387
33S1 → 21S0 0.40559 0.02919 0.138
33S1 → 11S0 0.927079 0.01121 0.244
21S0 → 13S1 0.51325 0.038745 1.481
31S0 → 23S1 0.22174 0.05898 0.277
31S0 → 13S1 0.77978 0.04138 5.927
For unmeasured B∗c meson mass, we take a range of the B
∗
c meson mass as
33 MeV ≤ ∆m = (MB∗c −MBc) ≤ 220 MeV . The lower value of ∆m chosen here
corresponds to our predicted B∗c meson mass (i.e., MB∗c = 6308 MeV). The decay
width Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) being proportional to ∆m3 = (MB∗c −MBc)3 is found quite sen-
sitive to B∗c meson mass as depicted in Fig.3. In the same range of ∆m our predicted
decay width is found to vary widely from 0.23 eV to 2824.28 eV. This is comparable
to predicted values in the range: 22.4[19.9] eV ∼ 1836[1631] eV for ∆m = 50MeV
∼ 220 MeV obtained for linear [HO] potential in LFQ model [32]. The sensitivity of
Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) on B∗c mass in this model provide a clue for experimental determination
of B∗c -mass which is expected at LHCb and Z-factory in near future.
For numerical analysis of transitions involving radially excited Bc and B
∗
c mesons,
we take the same quark masses and potential parameter as in (22). The quark and
antiquark binding energies for radially excited states (2s and 3s) are obtained in this
12
FIG. 3: Dependence of Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) on ∆m = MB∗c −MBc
model by solving the corresponding cubic equations for n=2 and 3 representing their
bound states conditions. The binding energies for quark b and antiquark c¯ are found
to be:
(Eb;Ec) = (5.05366; 1.97016)GeV
(Eb;Ec) = (5.21703; 2.22479)GeV (23)
for 2s and 3s states, respectively. With the model parameters (a,V0) and quark mesons
mq as in (22) and binding energies Eq obtained in the model as shown in (23), we
generate the mass splitting as done in [46] between B∗c and Bc mesons in 2s-states
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yielding M∗Bc = 6.88501 GeV and MBc = 6.78521GeV. Our predicted mass MBc(2s)
for example is found 57 MeV below the observed value of 6842 ± 4 ± 5 MeV [17].
We thus encounter a difficulty here to make sure all the meson states (ground and
excited) to have their respective correct masses with same set of input parameters.
This is indeed a problem common to all potential models especially for states above
the threshold. Just as in all other potential models, we too cannot expect to obtain
precise meson masses for all the states. So we adjust the V0 value in our potential to
a new value i.e -0.01545 GeV so as to set the Bc(2s) mass equal to the observed value
as done by T.Wang et al. in their analysis based on the instantaneous approximated
Bethe-Salpeter approach [27]. With the newly adjusted value of V0 and other relevant
input parameters (22,23), we predict the mass of meson states: B∗c (2s), Bc(2s), B
∗
c (3s)
and Bc(3s) as:
(MB∗c (2s);MBc(2s)) = (6910.3; 6841.9)MeV
(MB∗c (3s);MBc(3s)) = (7259.5; 7135.6)MeV (24)
Using appropriate wave packets for initial and daughter meson states, we calculate
the invariant transition matrix element from (9) and extract the coupling constants
gB∗cBc = FB∗cBc(q
2 = 0). Then substituting the value of gB∗cBc in (21), we evaluate
decay widths. Our predicted coupling constants and decay widths for decay modes
involving ground and radially excited states along with the associated photon energy
are listed in Table-1. It can be noted here that the transition energy involved in
different decay modes may differ by a factor of 2 ∼ 3 but the corresponding coupling
constants are found to vary only marginally. Most of our predictions on decay widths
are also found in qualitative agreement with other model predictions as shown in
Table-2. For M1 transition: Bc(2s) → B∗c (1s)γ, although our result is found large
compared to most other model predictions but it finds an order of magnitude agree-
ment with the result of the recent work of Devlani et al. [30]. However for transitions:
B∗c (3s)→ Bc(3s)γ and Bc(3s)→ B∗c (2s)γ there is order of magnitude mismatch be-
tween our result and most other model predictions. It may be mentioned here that
the mass of orbitally excited Bc(3s), B
∗
c (3s), and B
∗
c (2s) states have not yet been
measured. Different models use different meson masses to evaluate decay widths.
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Being sensitive to the value of meson masses it is not therefore surprising to have
predicted decay widths varying from one model to other.
TABLE II: Comparison of theoretical predictions on M1 transition rate (KeV)
Transitions Present Work [25] [19] [24] [21] [20] [23] [30]
13S1 → 11S0 0.023 0.08 0.017 0.033 0.06 0.135 0.059 -
23S1 → 21S0 0.069 0.01 - 0.017 0.01 0.029 0.012 -
33S1 → 31S0 0.516 0.003 - - - - - -
22S1 → 11S0 0.387 0.6 0.28 0.428 0.098 0.123 0.122 -
33S1 → 21S0 0.138 0.2 - - - - - -
33S1 → 11S0 0.244 0.6 0.37 - - - - -
21S0 → 13S1 1.481 0.3 0.38 0.488 0.096 0.093 0.139 1
31S0 → 23S1 0.277 0.06 0.25 - - - - -
31S0 → 13S1 5.927 4.2 0.074 - - - - -
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The transitions of the type B∗c (ns) → Bc(ns)γ are known as allowed transitions
where as the transitions in which principal quantum numbers change, are referred to
as hindered ones. In theoretical studies [20, 21, 23] based on non-relativistic approach,
the M1-transitions especially hindered ones have been predicted to have large decay
widths. Introducing relativistic effect into the analysis [24] the results are found to
be rather small. Infact the relativistic corrections are implicitly taken into account
by invoking spin-spin interactions while extracting the wave functions in this model
and reproducing hyperfine splitting between vector meson and its pseudoscalar coun-
terpart. In the present study the relativistic effect on c¯ quark which is not so heavy
compared to b-quark is found to be significant. This along with our choice of inter-
action potential U(r) in equally mixed scalar-vector harmonic form yields the results
as shown in Table 2 in qualitative agreement with other model predictions.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work we study M1 transitions of the ground and excited s-wave states of Bc-
and B∗c - meson in the framework of relativistic independent quark (RIQ) model based
on an equally mixed scalar-vector harmonic form. We predict the q2-dependence of
transition form factor FB∗cBc(q
2) for the transition: B∗c (1s) → Bc(1s)γ, where the
spacelike (q2 < 0) form factor is shown to have analytical continuation to the physi-
cal timelike (0 ≤ q2 ≤ qmax) region, with q2max = (MB∗c −MBc)2 corresponding to the
zero-recoil point for the daughter meson (Bc). We extract the coupling constant gB∗cBc
from FB∗cBc(q
2) in the limit q2 → 0 for real photon case. Our prediction for coupling
constant gB∗cBc = 0.34 GeV
−1 is comparable to the result of 0.273 [0.257] GeV −1 for
linear [HO] potential from LFQ model [32] and 0.27 ± 0.095GeV −1 from the QCD
sum rule approach [33]. We also predict decay width: Γ(B∗c (1s)→ Bc(1s)γ) = 23 eV
in comparison with other theoretical predictions such as 17 eV from Bethe-Salpeter
approach [19], 33 eV from relativistic potential [24], 60 eV from non-relativistic po-
tential [21], 59 eV from the Richardson’s potential [23], 80 eV from the relativized
quark model [25] and 133.9 ± 79.7 eV from the QCD sum rule approach [33]. Since
the decay width: Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) is proportional to (∆m)3, we study the dependence
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of decay width on ∆m = MB∗c − MBc for which we take a range of ∆m values:
33MeV ≤ ∆m ≤ 220 MeV. The lowest values of 33 MeV corresponds to our pre-
dicted B∗c mass of 6308 MeV. We find that although the value of the transition form
factor FB∗cBc(q
2) is not sensitive to B∗c - meson mass, the decay width Γ(B
∗
c → Bcγ)
is found quite sensitive to MB∗c .This is quite evident from our predicted values vary-
ing widely in the range: (0.23 ∼ 2824.28) eV for ∆m = 33MeV ∼ 220MeV . The
sensitivity of Γ(B∗c → Bcγ) on B∗c - meson mass would guide the experiment for mea-
surement of B∗c - meson mass which is expected at LHC and the proposed Z-factory
in near future.
For analysis of M1 transitions involving radially excited 2s- and 3s- wave states,
we first find the binding energies of quark b and antiquark c¯ by solving the cubic
equation representing respective bound state condition in this model. Then by suit-
ably adjusting the value of V0 of our potential U(r) to a new value ∼ −0.01545 GeV,
we generate the mass splitting so as to obtain the mass of Bc(2s)- meson equal to
its observed value [17]. The corresponding meson masses obtained in this model
are: MB∗c (2s) = 6910.3 GeV, MBc(2s) = 6841.9 MeV, MB∗c (3s) = 7259.5 MeV and
MBc(3s) = 7135.6 MeV.
Finally we predict transition energies, coupling constants and decay widths for
energetically possible decay modes involving B∗c (ns) and Bc(ns) states with n=1,2,3.
We find that the transition energy may change by a factor of about 2 ∼ 3 from
one transition mode to other but the corresponding coupling constant changes only
marginally. Our predicted decay widths for transition involving the ground and ex-
cited Bc- meson s-wave states, are found mostly in qualitative agreement with other
model predictions except in few cases that involve excited B∗c (2s) and B
∗
c (3s) and
Bc(3s) states. It may be mentioned here that in evaluating decay widths for tran-
sitions: B∗c (3s) → Bc(3s)γ, Bc(3s) → B∗c (2s)γ ,for example, different models use
different meson masses obtained in their respective model calculations since masses
of these excited states have not yet been measured. The predicted decay widths for
these transitions are found to vary from one model to other as expected. The present
model, within its working approximation, thus provides a realistic framework to de-
scribe M1-transitions of Bc and B
∗
c s-wave states based on the conventional picture
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of photon emission induced by the quark electromagnetic current. Besides S-wave
states there are two P-wave multiplets and one D-wave multiplet for the members of
Bc- family lying below the B-D threshold, which we have not considered in this work.
We would like to address this issue in our future communication.
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VI. APPENDIX: QUARK ORBITALS AND MOMENTUM PROBABILITY
AMPLITUDES OF CONSTITUENT QUARKS
The interaction potential U(r) = 1
2
(1 +γ0)(ar2 +V0) in the scalar-vector harmonic
form in the RIQ model, put into the quark lagrangian density, the ensuing Dirac
equation admits static solutions of positive and negative energies in zeroth order as
ψ
(+)
ξ (~r) =
 igξ(r)r
~σ.rˆfξ(r)
r
Uξ(rˆ)
ψ
(−)
ξ (~r) =
 i(~σ.rˆ)fξ(r)r
gξ(r)
r
 U˜ξ(rˆ) (25)
where, ξ = (nlj) represents a set of Dirac quantum numbers spececifying the eigen-
modes; Uξ(rˆ) and U˜ξ(rˆ) are the spin angular parts given by,
Uljm(rˆ) =
∑
ml,ms
< lml
1
2
ms|jm > Y mll (rˆ)χms1
2
U˜ljm(rˆ) = (−1)j+m−lUlj−m(rˆ) (26)
With the quark binding energy Eq and quark mass mq written in the form E
′
q =
(Eq − V0/2), m′q = (mq + V0/2) and ωq = E ′q + m′q, one can obtain solutions to the
resulting radial equation for gξ(r) and fξ(r)in the form:
gnl = Nnl(
r
rnl
)l+l exp(−r2/2r2nl)Ll+1/2n−1 (r2/r2nl)
fnl = Nnl(
r
rnl
)l exp(−r2/2r2nl)
×
[
(n+ l − 1
2
)L
l−1/2
n−1 (r
2/r2nl) + nL
l−1/2
n (r
2/r2nl)
]
(27)
where, rnl = aω
−1/4
q is a state independent length parameter, Nnl is an overall nor-
malisation constant given by
N2nl =
4Γ(n)
Γ(n+ l + 1/2)
(ωnl/rnl)
(3E ′q +m′q)
(28)
and L
l+1/2
n−1 (r
2/r2nl) etc. are associated Laguerre polynomials. The radial solutions
yields an independent quark bound-state condition in the form of a cubic equation:√
(ωq/a)(E
′
q −m′q) = (4n+ 2l − 1) (29)
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The solution of the cubic equation provides the zeroth order binding energies of the
confined quark and antiquark for all possible eigen modes.
In the relativistic independent particle picture of this model, the constituent quark
and antiquark are thought to move independently inside the Bc-meson bound state
with momentum ~pb and ~pc, respectively. Their individual momentum probability
amplitudes are obtained in this model via momentum projection of respective quark
orbitals in following forms: For ground state mesons:(n=1,l=0)
Gb(~pb) =
ipiNb
2αbωb
√
(Epb +mb)
Epb
(Epb + Eb) exp (−
~p2
4αb
)
G˜c(~pc) = − ipiNc
2αcωc
√
(Epc +mc)
Epc
(Epc + Ec) exp (−
~p2
4αc
) (30)
For excited meson state:(n=2, l=0)
Gb(~pb) =
ipiNb
2αbωb
√
(Epb +mb)
Epb
exp (− ~p
2
4αb
)
√
(A2b +B
2
b )e
iφb
G˜c(~pc) = − ipiNc
2αcωc
√
(Epc +mc)
Epc
exp (− ~p
2
4αc
)
√
(A2c +B
2
c )e
iφc (31)
where,
Ab,c =
3√
pi
(Epb,c −mb,c)
√
αb,c
p2b,c
(3− p
2
b,c
αb,c
)
Bb,c =
ωb,c
2
(
p2b,c
αb,c
− 3) + (Epb,c −mb,c)(1 +
αb,c
p2b,c
) (32)
For the excited meson state (n=3, l=0)
Gb(~pb) =
ipiNb
4αbωb
√
(Epb +mb)
Epb
exp (− ~p
2
4αb
)
√
(A2b +B
2
b )e
iφb
G˜c(~pc) = − ipiNc
4αcωc
√
(Epc +mc)
Epc
exp (− ~p
2
4αc
)
√
(A2c +B
2
c )e
iφc (33)
where,
Ab,c =
ωb,c
2pb,c
√
αb,c
pi
(
5p4b,c
α2bc
− 26 p
2
b,c
αb,c
− 41)
Bb,c = ωb,c(
p4b,c
4α2b,c
− 5p
2
b,c
2αb,c
+
15
4
) + (Epb,c −mb,c)
αb,c
2p2b,c
(
p4b,c
α2b,c
− 2p
2
b,c
αb,c
+ 7) (34)
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For both 2s and 3s states:
φb,c = tan
−1 Bb,c
Ab,c
with respective Ab,c and Bb,c
The binding energies of the constituent quark and antiquark for ground and or-
bitally excited Bc and B
∗
c states can also be obtained by solving respective cubic
equations with n=1,2,3 and l=0 representing appropriate bound-state conditions by
putting the quantum number n=1,2,3 and l=0.
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